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Calling All Budding Writers as Exciting International Competition 

Launches  

 
 

Satisfyer and BERLINABLE launch international campaign for the best erotic short stories  
 
 

April 2021: If you have ever read the infamous 50 Shades books and thought, I could do that? then 
look no further, as sex tech and wellness brand Satisfyer have teamed up with erotica platform 
BERLINABLE to launch an international erotic short story contest, with a difference. The competition, 
which is from running April 19th to May 2nd, calls for contestants to submit their own erotic short 
stories, taking inspiration from the remote function of the Satisfyer Connect App. Follow this link to 
take part: https://www.satisfyer.com/uk/erotic-stories/. 
 
With many of us being forced into taking our relationships long distance over the last year, 

we’ve had to figure out how to satisfy our sexual desires remotely. Thankfully, the Satisfyer 

Connect App provides the opportunity to connect with your partner by controlling their sex 

device from afar. To take the heat up a notch, the app even allows you to lock eyes with 

your partner in a secure live stream whilst you take control, and even pair vibrations to the 

rhythm of your favourite songs. 

All participants need to do is summarise their erotic stories into 550-800 words, with a £10 

Satisfyer voucher up for grabs for the first 100 participants, as well as the opportunity win a 

Satisfyer Sexy Secret, Layon vibrator or Satisfyer Royal One, and get free access to the 

BERLINABLE platform for a whole year. The very best stories will even be published on both 

BERLINABLE and within the Satisfyer Connect App for people to read and you 

never know that book deal could be calling.  

Megwyn White, Head of Education & Training at Satisfyer and Certified Clinical 
Sexologist, says: “It is so important to express our sexual desires. This is one of the 
reasons why we launched the Satisfyer Connect app, to help couples stay in touch 
sexually, for example during lockdowns, no matter where they are. Also, to make it 
easier for singles to self-confidently discover their own sexuality and to exchange ideas 
with others, e.g., in the Satisfyer Connect app chat."  

https://www.satisfyer.com/uk/erotic-stories/
https://www.satisfyer.com/uk/products/clitoral-vibrators/lay-on-vibrators/135/sexy-secret?number=SW10133
https://www.satisfyer.com/uk/products/clitoral-vibrators/lay-on-vibrators/71/dark-desire
https://www.satisfyer.com/uk/products/cock-rings/106/royal-one


 

BERLINABLE publishes curated indie erotic stories and art. With over 350 

eBooks and art covers, the project is a unique part of the booming sex tech and sexual wellness 

movement.  

 

Founder Giada Armani wants to enable social development through Erotica: 

"Sex is not our society's problem, sex is the solution. We just have to learn to 

communicate our wishes and experiences openly and to accept other people 

in all their colors and diversity." 

For more information, please visit www.satisfyer.com   

 
-Ends -  

 
Notes to editors:   
 
About Satisfyer    
Blending tech innovation and sexual health, Satisfyer is a sexual wellness brand dedicated to creating 
pleasurable, multi-sensory experiences for consumers. Established in 2016, Satisfyer set the tone 
within the industry, proclaiming that sexual health is for everyone, regardless of their sexual 
preference, socioeconomic background, age, gender or skill level. Available in more than 100 
countries, with over 200 products and over 190 design awards, Satisfyer offers the most 
comprehensive and robust assortment of high-quality devices, all at accessible prices. Satisfyer leads 
the category in many countries, due to its marquee product, the Pro 2, which is the most sold sexual 
wellness device in the world.  
  
About BERLINABLE 
BERLINABLE is the world's first platform for exclusive erotica - art, audio, e-books. Founded in Berlin, 
the capital of hedonism, BERLINABLE is fueling the new SexTech & sexual wellness revolution with 
artistic erotica, created by 70 indie authors and 40 photographers from 20 countries. The BERLINABLE 
magazine SEX & SOCIETY gives a look behind the scenes of an inspiring, avant-garde movement with 
the mission to make the world a better place. 
 

http://www.satisfyer.com/

